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20. Abstset (Continud)

-transmitter and/or rceiver ant developed. *he formulain involve simple alpbruc and Utrgonomntru
apeusshaow ad can be itedify evaluated using a pocket calcuator. Formula ale deviloped for the

required velocity distributon, limiUng beam pattera•. dirc•lvlty index., equivalent two-way bele
width& for volume and waudce nvrbemUon, shading cveflk nls foe aeepwbw Implmeatation
of the velocity disribution. aa. c*• mlc nm m. bandwidth, source level, taniltUng volte and

current respowna, and receIvinj volaep senslitivty. I%* rwpoit concludes with an example
illustating the procedure uasd to desipg a CRT with a specil*d 3 dB baltangle bea= petwi.
sour Wvel. and receiving v*oMt e tlUvity.
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DI)SlGN MANUAL POR A CONSTANT BIAMWIDTH TRAN8DUCER

INTRODUCTION

Most dectional acoustic transducers and rays exhibit beam patterns which amre
frequency dependent. Thus, the spectral content of the transmitted or received signal vanes
with position in the beam and the fidebty of an underwater acoustic system depends on the
relative orientation of the transmitter and receiver. In a previous paper I 1 we described
a simple method for obtaining a transducer whose beamwidth is essentially independent
of frequency over a broad handwidth. Our constant beamwidth transducer (CHT) is a rigid
spherical cap of arbitrary half angle a shaded so that the normal velocity on the outer
surface is proportional to P, (4.os 0), whert, P, is the Legendre function whose root of
smallest angle occurs at 0 - a. Thet required value for &. the order of the Legendre function,
is not, in general, an integer.

"Theoretical cak-ulations show that the (lBT has uniform acoustic loading, extremely
low sidelohes, and an essentially constan' beam pattern for all frequencies above a ce-.3in
cutoff frequency. Under pwzoelectric drive the transducer has a flat transnitting current
responsa over a broad band. In addition, the ('BT has virtually no nearfield The surface
pressure distnhution as well as the pressure distributioin out to the farfild is approximately
equal to the surface velocity distribution.

Alth(ough the previous report I 1 emphasized the transmitter aspects of the ('BT. the
concept is equally appbcahle to receivers. The' concept in also ap)pllcahle to an acoustically
transparent spherical cap. In fact, Trott (2) has applied the results presented in an earlier
unpuhlished version of I I I to the theoretical design of a receiver CBT using P1 (cos 0 -

cos 0 shading on an acoustically transparent h,'mispherical cap. However, the beam pattern
from such a (CRT is hidirec'tional, containing a ha.-k lulw identical to the front lobe. For
this reason, we will not consider the acoustically transiprent case hre.

In this report we develop formulas suitable for the design of a (BT w-hich is to be used
as a transmitter ond/ or re'eiver. The, transducer consists of a mosaic of pieces of piezo-

electnc ceramic bonded to a layer uf corprene or other pressurr release material which is, in
turn. bonded to a backing plate. The formulas involve simple algebraic and trigonometric
expres•ions which can he readily evaluatLd using a pocket calculator. They are based on
excellent approximations for the Legendre fiinctions of noninteger order, and thus avoid the
need for evaluating thes•e rarely encountered functions. We obtain formulas for the required
velocity distribution, limiting beam pattern, directivity index, equivalent two-way beam
widths for volume and surface reverberation, shading coefficients for a stepwise implementa.
tion of the velocity datnhution, sphercal cap siz'. ceramic mas. bandwidth, source level.
Lranumittmig voltage and current response, and receiving voltage sensitivity.

Mtanuscirpt submitted May 15. 1979
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The designer of a CBT first chooses the desired beam pattern, charactenred by either
the - 3 dB half angle or by the cap half angle, which is also the theoretical pattern null. lie
then specifies the desired sounre level and/or receiving voltage sensitivity and uses the
formulas in this report to calculate the required CBT design together with it' predicted
acoustic properties. As an example of this procedure, we conclude the report with the
design of a CBT that has a - 3 dB half angle of 7°, % source level of 200 dB re lpA P at I m,
and a receiving voltage sensitivity of 200 dB re I V/p Pa.

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

The key to the special properties of the CBT is its surface normal velocity distribution
t10) given by

3t =O - rcos Op. O•',€v

•0) o 0.0•,

where a,. is the zerx of smallest angle of the Lei ndre function iP (c-os 0). We showed in
Ref. 1 that the ('lT nv.d not extend lieyond at, and thus can be constructed as a spherical
cap whose half angle' is equal to t,. ('Co imiuently. we call a, the cap-half-angh,, although in
practice the actual cap -half-angle for a P', t'BT can pioims any valu'.-e'u[. The or'ti'r v of
the IA-gendrv funm tion van be chosw. to be any real number greater than zu-ro. The c.or-
responding anih ý, decrt-am-s monotcnwally from near 180" as s increases from just above
r,'rI lIowever, im onier to ubtain the' rew.i.mnallv simple doS,-eii for•ula&A prwinttx in thib
report, we restrict t to he ,,,;J to or greater thai unity. This simultanetusly restricts 0, to
he equal to or he,% thaii 0.f We do not expect this restriction to be of any consequence
sine, there do not apIpart t) be many (if any) sonar applications calling for a CBT with c4,
greater than 90". If such applications do occur, then design formulas corresponding to, but
more complicated than, those given in this paper can be obtained for v,<. 1. The following
appruximation far a, . in d(gT*'s,

137.796 0.045(2 * 1(21Stv*O.b) I v*O.5)2

is correct to within 0,03't for v;>1. We prewent in Fig. I a graph of a, as a function of v.
We also include a g-,aph of the 3 dB half angle y1, i.e., the value for 0 such that p2(cos 0)
0.5. The foUowing approximation for y,. in degrees,

64640 0103 1
-. ( . ,(3)

is believed to be correct to within 0.1% for v>l.

The Legendre function P1, cos n) ia a monotonically decrsasing function of 0 in the
range 0 "6%0a,. In Fag. 2 we show Pr,(cs 0) over this range for P - 5, 7.5, and 10.0. The
functio-n POcos 0) can he evaluated to any desired accuracy by use of it hypergeometric
expansion in 4 1 - cos 0)/2. Fortunately, us of this expansion is unnece•ary for our
purpom. Sufficiently accurate values over the range 0<,01'ra1 can be obtained using the

2
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Fit I Vastation uf the cap half angle a, and the 3 dB half angle v, as a funct0ion

of the Loftendre funetin order I

following ex"cUent approximation in tern, o(f the zefrth onler cylindrical Reuel function
of the first kind P

P,,(cos 0) :It It0/(IKtO sin ))S11/2 Jof2.40481O,~(). (4)

with both 0 and a,, given in degres. For v , 1. th. error in -q. (4) is lesm than 0.1% for
0".t350. lem than 0.2% for 350 -6'.55'. and less than 0.4,- over the remainder of the
range 55"<0 f.90°- The ern or decreases rapidly with mci casing r.

For large values of v, the range of 0 is small and the factor I WO( 1 •O sgn 0) 112

appruachi' unity and can he discarded. Thus for large s,. we obtain the simpler approxima.
tlion

SP,(tos 0) --- Jot2.40480/a,). (5)

Graphs of Iv(c'os 0) and JO(2.40480/10) as a function of O0.,. are shown in Fig. 3 for

Pv f I and 2 The agreement between JO(2.404801,) and P,(cosO) for O<04•a improves
rapidly with increasing P, heing reasonably good at v' - I and very good for v - 2. Graphs$ of the closer approximation given by Eq. 14) for v' - I and 2 would he indistinguiahable
from the cuaves shown in Fig. 3 for Pt (cos 0) and P 2 (cos 0). respectively. Accurate
numerical values for the Bessel function Jo(x) can either he calculated using the polynomial
approximations gwen in Abramowitz and Stegun 131 or obtained from tables such s those

given in Refs. 4 and 5.

I3
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fi 2 - Vvlocity ohdin functions for a P CST. a PI 6 CRT. and a P 0 CDT
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Fig 3 Co mparison of Pr (too 0) anld J (2.40480 t,l #A a foation of 0/, la
for v - 1 end 2
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We obtain hrom Eq. (4) with P' 1:

PI (cos O) .COS 0 I[wo,(I180 sin 8)1i"2 4 0 (2.4048 0/90), (6)

for 0-4%,ai - 90'. We can invert this equation to provide the following approximation for
Jo (z):

r,,s[&n (90x12.40481"J°W. coo (90x/2,4048). (7)

where the arguments of both sin arid cos are in dcgiees. The relative error in this approxima.
tion increases monotonically from 0% to a maximum of almost 0.4% as x increaes from
aero to just below the first root of J 0 (x) at x - 2.4048. As x increases from just above the
first root to a value nesa w, the relAtive error decreases munotonically from nearly 0.4% to
less than 0.01%. Beyorkl x - w, the relative error increases rapidly, being 0.4% at x - 3.35
and 4.7% at x - 4.0.

We can substitute J 0 from Eq. (7) into Eq. 14) to obtain the following approximation
for P, (cos 0). O,<Oa,. in terms of trigonometric functionr:

5 0) gin (90 / 1of)l112 cos (90 ,. a (8)90" g in 0

where agin the arguments of sin and cos are in degrees. Because of the nature of its derivie.
tion, this approximation is exact for v - 1. For v,>1 and 0<0<a,, the appri•xnation is
always somewhat larger than Ph. ecos 06. The relative enur for all v> I increascs as 0 ap-
proaches a,. and reaches a maximum of less than 0.4% for values of 0 just less than oL.. We
beleve that the approximation given in F•. (8) is quite adequate for moFt purposes in
designing a COT.

The beam pattern g10) of a Pv (CBT approaches the normal velocity distribution in the
limit of high frequency. Thus, the limiting rpattprn is rotationally symmnvtncal. has a maxi-
mum in the direction of the axis of the spherical cap. decreases monotonically to zero at
the cap half angle a,.. and is equal to zero for 0>a,.. Approximations for both the pattern
null a, and the - 3 dB half angle y. in terms of P were given as Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively.
in the second section. Approximations for the velocity distrihution given by Eqs. (4), (5),
and (8) in the lntrodu,.,on are also appropriate for describing the limiting beam patterns.

As the frequency decrease. from high to low values, the CRT began patterns tend to
resemble the high frequency limit less and less. The highest frequency below which the
resemblance is less than acceptable is called the low, rpquency cutoff 4. A general rule
of thumb for the cutoff frequency 4, in kilt is Viven by

V= cl 1.10 (24.6,1),)11(1500 b), (92)
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where c is the sound speed of the surrounduig fluid in mr/sec, b is the haif..rclength (i..
radius) of the spherical cap in meters. and y, is in degrees. By use of Eqs. (2) and (3) we can
alternately express f in terms of the cap half angle %, in degrees by )

,M " ¢1.10 + (52.15/a)(l - 7.79 X 10-6O%)1/(100 bO ). (9b)

or. in terms of the Legendre function order & by

fý = c( 1.10 * 0.381 (V + 0.5)1 1 - 0.103/(p + 0.5)2 1 1 (1500 b). (9c)

If a is the radius of curmature of the cap, then ba ot,/180.

Since Eqs. (9a) to (9c) are only geneal rules of thumb, we use a value of 1500 m!"ec
for the sound spe:ed c when calculating t, for a CBT to be used in water, even though the
actual sound speed of the water might be somewhat different than this. The cutoff fre-
quency t. and the inverse of the cap radius scale together. We define as the frequency
constant for a CBT radiating into water the quanuity F, - feb - 1.10 + (24.6/y,). A graph of
the behavior of the frequency constant F, as a function of the - 3 dB half-angle y, is shown
in Fig. 4. We note that the definitaion for f. given above differs slihtly for low &P from that
given in Ref. 1. The difference is only 1 .4% at s, ft I and decreases rapidly with indresing v.

: 1

& 4k

1 4 0 12 is 20 24 20l 32 36 40
V,, (DEGREES)

Fig. 4 - Fivq ey eo.,ant PI in khxmm as fumeUon of Lbe -aX dB Malf
aal. y6 in dqle

6
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The choice of the frequency below which the beam patterns are unacceptable is a
subjective one and depends stronglly on the applcations that the user has in mind for the
CBT. As an example, we show In Fig. & calculated beam patterns for a P7.?b CBT. The
- 3 dB halt angle for P2 .7 b is 200. The beam pattern at 10 f, is indistinguishable from the
P 2 . 6 velocity distribution. The beam patt(.m at 3 t, for angles less than about 320 is
nearly blentical with that at 10 f., however, the two patterns differ somewhat for Larger
angles. The same is true for 2 4,, although the deviation from the 10 4r beam pattern for
0e8320 is more substantial. As the ftequency is decread below 2 4., we begin to we a
significant deviation from the 10 f, beam pattern for 8>32°. The deviation for angles
above 32* appears to increase monotonically with decreasing frequency, however, the
deviation below 32' is greater at 1.2 f4 than at f, or 0.8 f4. Examination of the extrmei
curves presented in Ref. 1 for PB. P7 .6 and P10 CBT's suest that the portion of the
beam pattern around the - 10 dB angle changes Im with frequency than any other part of
the pattern. Thus, if we are prinmal concerned with the constancy of the beam pattern
for angles less than the - 10 dB angle, and only require that there be no substantial sidelobes
for higher angles, then the cutoff frequency for P2 _75 can be chosen a low as 0.8 f4. On
the other hand, J constancy of the beam pattern for larger angles ts required, then the cut-
off frequency must be chosen somewhat larger than f.

C'i"

-Fig. b CalcuL-tod beam pae-
•'<~g stona for a PL7& CW at ,e.ctedretati frequarxie filf,

...................... .. 12 fc

3 fc

0

7
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For sdditonai information oi the vanation of the CBT beam patterns with frequency,
we reproduce here the extrerna curves given in Ref. 1. FIgures 6, ". and 8 show the calcu.
fated rang of beam patterns for a Ps CBT, a P7.6 CBT, and P10 CBT, respectvely, both for
frequencis above the cutoff frequency f4 (indicated by the total shaded region) and for
frequencies above 2 f, (indicated by the dark shaled region).

3SO 40" Mo, 0 Q*- &W W

sto. Pg CST
-7 / /

MI a f 2fe / K
3.0. e \ • A.- - / ,

25(r , 'a

* • -. .K -/ . . .

* - A'\ "" - ,o

Fig 6 " Rangre f bram pettem• for P CRT for IrN (total
shaded arwa) and f,>2 f4 (dark shaQd area only)

"L' '4K3% C 20. 30,

? P 5 COT A . 40o

CI f !- fc ' '-

M f t 2 fc

IF . A*1- *0 do .

. .c.- -4 9o-

Fig -I Rang* of boom paliter P for P C of P1fw (total
shadod arve) and r,1 2 f, (dark iTdsd aine only)
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330 340r 35O 0 0* ?0' 30

17 7-73'PrnCOT

rkfkzfg f\
)10 do

S¶00". - O

N, .- -. i W._

rit A - Range of beam patt for rP10 C' faot 01, (totW
shaded ,re and P3 4, (dark shaded am* onlY)

In the next three sections of this report we will denve I for the imiting beam patterns) f
excelent approximations for the directivtty index and for both the surface and volume
revwtebrtion two-way heamwidths of the CR.

DIRECIVITY INDEX

The dueit-•ty "ndex DI for a (ST is given by

DI -1 1011io110 2 2lf P oasin OdO]. (10)

0

Rewntfmi Eq. (4) so that 0 is in radians. substituting the resulting expression for l',(cos 9)

into Eq. (10). and integratmng erly, we ohtain the approximaion

DI ' -10 log,0o0.26v'cs. 2 J 2 (2.4048)/(180) 2 I.

or (1 1a)

DI/- 20 log 10 a, + 46.88,

with a, in deaer".

We can altemately expre,. the rhlt in terms of P' by use of Eq. (2) to give

1D1 20 Io1 0(' Y 0.5) * 4.09. 10.391/(s, + 0.6)2. (1ib)

9
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IEqs. (3) and (IIb) can then be used to obtain the correaponding expremuon for DI in

terms of the - 3 dB half angle Y, in degrees:

DI -20 log,) y,, + 40.29 + 3,09 X lO'1y-4 . 011c0

All three approurmatmitons am accurate to within 0.1 dB for s - 1, and incrtme rapidly in
accuracy with increaain &;. We show in Fig. 9 a puph of the direcivi~ty index as a funcIon

1 .
of~y th -E .3 dB h__ uy,

F- 9 i),rwcttsity index PI in dD mw @tfunction of the 3 d9

half arglh. Y in doerv"ws

VOLUMN. RFVFRBERATION

Volume reierberstion to characterid by an equivalent two-way bemn width. The

integral ertlCewfn ftir this quantity (w'e e.g.. R.J. ttrick 161) W
,f2

,- f bf b.0)b'(10.0) An OdOd. (12)

0 0

I

10
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* where bO.0) and b' (0.0) vxc the beam patterns of the projector and receiver, respectively,
Sand (0.#) are the standard spherical angles with the z axis being the principle direction of

* radiation. For the case where b(O,#) , b- (0.0) - P12(cos 0). we have

* • 21 r P,,4 (cos0) sinOdO. (13)

0
We rewrite the approzimation for Pv(cos 0) giver. in Eq. (5) so that 0 is in radiant wad
substitute into Eq. (13). Replacing sin 0 by 0. expanding J0ot) in the fint 3 terms of its
power series, multiplying out J0

4Ex). inteigating the result term by term. and adding a
correction term necessary for low v, we obtain

- 0.000147op 2(1 4 6.84 X 10"002) (14)

where a. is in degprsi.. We can also ewlrem this in terms of the - 3 dR half angle y. in
dogrers.

. 0.000670v.. ,2I - 3.65 x 10 •y ,2)V (15)

or. exptsuldw in dO,

10 log 1. 20 lgOlog y, - 31. 7- 1.59 10 'yi.7. (16)

"This result is nearly Kitsit-,,l to. that for a ctr-uLar plAne array ( 0-tetlar witton) in an
infinite rigiK baffle. The inacurat-y in the approximations given in Eqa. j 14) annd 15) Us
leas than 1%. while that of 'q. (16) is lew than 0 I dR.

SURFACE REVERBERATION

Surface reverbe.ration us chancte-rnied by a o)rresp)nding two-way beam width 4'
given by the integral expresion

*, J b(O.Olh'(O.Add0. (17)

For a P, CHIT prletitor and receier

a 1
+'- 2 f [ I'elos O)dO. (18)

* 0

"* Use of the procedure described atove in the previous section for obtaining Eq. (14) leads
to the following approximation for 4', aiccurate to within 1M.

4' 0.0123oi,(I 4 7.93 X 10-ao,2). (19)

1 11
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with i in degrees. We can alternately express * in dB accurate to within 0.' dB in terms of
the -3 dB half angle y, in delpes:

10 logl 0 4 - 10 logl 0 y,, - 15.8 - 9.77 X 10-Ys. 420)

This result is about 3 dB lower than the value quoted for the circular plane array by Urick
161 in his 'fable 8.1. However, a clos inspection of the problem reveals that Urick's values
for 10 log1o 4, for the circular plane array, the rectangular array, and the horlsonta ne are
aU in error by 3 dB. This s probably due to a factor of 2 error in the transcipton by Urick
of previous resulta expreiaed in terms of a surface revert-ration index J,. This surflace
reverberstion index was defined to be J. - 10 logli (*1/2), as opposed to the volume
reverberation index J,. - 10 logi 0 (iv/4).

E~vkluation of thi, surface reverberation for nonzero values of 0 is more difficult than
for 0 - 0. Simnple oxpreaions are not likely to exist for this cae. Numencal integration
apiwars necruay• for each desired value of 0 and &,. however. the simplest case of v - I can
be solved analytically and yields

S- 0o) - cos 4 (0 - 0),

or (21)

*t(00) P4(cos a0o•1' 0 ).

or. in dO.

10 IOlgio 400o) - 10 Iogio *(0) * 40 log11 0 P,(vco9 0 )ý (22)

Based on this result, we might expect that the more general expression

10 lIogo 4,(0o) - 10 Ioglo 4o(0) + 40 Iug0 P',(cos 00) (23)

is a good approximation for small values of 00.

IMPLEMENMATION OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

As stated earlier, the special rsdistin properties of the CBT result from the presence
of a normal velocity distribution over the outer surface of a spherical cap given by v(0) -
1'.4 os 0) for 0.0 '.c,. and v(0) - 0 for 0 > a,. The cap half angle must be at least as large
as a, to minimrne the saw and weight of the CUT we choow the cap half angle equal to o,.
A crosa-sectional view of the sphenrcal cap for a P5 COT is shown in Pig. 10.

The most obvious cho"ce for the' transductbon material in the CBT is a piroelectric
('vramlm such us lead titanate zirconate. In order to obtain good piezoelectric activity and
also to prevent exce•mive dielectric heating of the ceramic under hih power and/or large
duty cycle opera tion. we can use the ceramic composition PZT.4 manufactured by Brush-
Clevite, or a similar composition such as Channel 5400 manufactured by Channel Industries,

12
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" Fi. 10 -• oa,,cionail Vw of the

'-,w-. .spherical cap for a P6 CST. Arrws. idi-- - - - c.- te the reistive surface velocity dlutbu-
tion. The cap radius 6 ia mesured on the

"= -.. ouateg sphoeie" surface.

IPw.R,C~A. CAP

Inc.. and TCIA4 manufactured by Marine Resources, Inc. For very high power applications

where PZT.4 might overheat, we can substitute a very low-loas compouition like PZT-S,
although this ceramic less active than PZT-4.

Experimenta• reulta show that it is difficult if not impouIhk' t,) control the veloenty
distt.bution over a spherical cap (onastlig entu.ly of a single piece of piezotlectnc ceramic.
The presence of a variety of mechantcal vi-rationi modes in the t-ceramic cap produces a
velocity distribution that is nighly frequenc-y dependent. We can avoid this problem by
su•|xividutg the ceramic cap into small pit-est. We choose the lateral dimension, of eat-h
indivduald ceramic piece small enough so that there arw no lateral vibration nmodes in the
frequency band of operation that are sufficiently excited to significantly affect the normal
veklcity of the piecx-. We a6o choose the thic.kn.oa of the ceramic ,ian•em •u that the lowest
thiolkneas mechManical reok)nane occurs well atbve the maximum olerating frequency, The
resulting mosic can he attached to a hat-king p•ate that is mechanically rigid enough to
maintain the shapw of the sphencal surfac under oiterating conditions.

It is desirhle to mechanically and acouticl•lly isolate the eramlic from the backing
plate by a thin layer of decoupling or presurerelease matenal such as conrrene. This
prewnt& the hacking plate from vibrating and producing undesired acoustic radiation in the
hackward (0 l- 180') direction It also lr,'vents, the normal velocity d;xtrilution from being
adver•,ly affected by mechanical resonancie that might otherwise tu. xctited in the b'acki ng
plate. We can also eliminate undesire'd ascmtic radiation from the edges of the piezoceramic
pwecs hy covenng them with small strips of corprenc.

We helieve that corprene can be used as a decoupling material up to a water depth of
300 m without incuimng significant changes in performance of the (MIT. When the water
depth is peater than 300 m, however, the corprene is auivtantially compressed by the
ambient water pressure and becomes too stiff to be effective in decoupling the ceramic from
the backing plate. Other decoupling materials suffer from similar limitations. If the required
water depth is too great for a pressuri,.releaa material to be successful in decouplng the

* ceramic from the backing plate, the backing plate probably must be made nearly acous-
tically rigid in order to prevent substantial acoustic radiation in the backward direction. In
this c•m. the backiing plate can no longer be lightweight hut must be made of material
with a lage mae" di-rnsity-0ound speed product such as steel or tungsten. We assume in this
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report that the operating depth requirement does not preclude the use of a decoupling
materal. The design of a CBT suitable for operating at greater water depths will be deferred
for future study.

The inner and outer surfaces of the ceramic pieces are electroded so that a suitable
voltage can be applied acros them. For maximum electromechanical coupling, each
ceramic piece is polarized through its thuckneus. The resulting normal velocity distribution
over the surface of each piece is assumed to be reasonably constant. We can stepwise
approximate the continuous velocity distribution v(O) , P.(cos 0) by driving each ceramic
piece with a voltage whose magnitude is proportional to the averge value of P,,(,oa 0) over
its outer surface. Since the desiire CBT veloity distribution is rotationally symmetrical.
we first subdivide the spherical cap into N bands, with constant 0 boundaries. A natural
subdivision scheme to ust is one with equal angular.width bands. Numerical calculations
show that subdivision into 10 bands of equal angular width rewults in exceLlent constant
bearnwidth behavior over a lag frequency range extending from the low cutoff frequency
4, for the continuous velocity distribution to an upper frequency limit f. that depends on
the size of the bands. Alternatively, we can subdivide the cap into N bands of equal area.
We determinem that eight equal ares bands are sufficient to produce constant beamwidth
behavior, although the top 2 bands are so much wider than the lower 6 bands that they
probably require further subdivmon to suppress piuible lateral plate modes in the ceramic.
Because of the ned to suppress lateral plate modes, wt- recommend that the ('BT he
subdivided into at least 10 bands whose angular widths art- reasonably clo,, to being equal.
However. if lateral plate modes art- not a piruhblm. any subdivision scheme is acceptable
as long as there are at least 8 bands, none of which possesses both an angular width greater
than 0.1 oa. and an area greater than 0.125 times the area of the cap.

The upper frequency limit fr for a stepped velocity distribution exists because the
center of the farficki pattern for the acoustic radiation from a uniformly vibrating band on a
sphere exhibits interference maxima and minima as a function of frequency. These extrema
occur when the project•l height of the band along the axis of the cap, i.e., along the z or1
polar axis in sphenrcl coordinates. equals an intriral number of half wavelengths, mt/2.
(kid values of m correspond to maxime and even values correspond to minima. A discussion
of this effect is given in Ref. 1, although it was erroneously sdated there that odd values of
m correspond to minima and even values correspond to maxima.

Thus, the central part of the radiation pattern for a CDrT consisting of N uniformly
shaded bands may differ substantially from the desired conmtant beamwidth pettem
when the frequency ts high enough for one or more of the individual hands to exhibit inter-
ferenr, extrema. The hand witi the largest projected height, which is also the band with the

laest aa. has the lowest extrema frequency. A conservative rule of thumb for the upper
frequency limit f is 1b.5 times the frequency of the firMt maximum (m-1) for the band of
larett asea. excluding those bands for which the value of P,.(cos 0) is lem than 0,2. We can I
express this rule of tiumb mathematically by

- 0.018a0" 2 fe/1(0" 4 47.7)(com sL - ros 00), (24)

where , and f4 are in the same units, the cap half angle a, is expressed In degrees, and OL
and 0. are the lower and uplwr angular limits of the relevant band.
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The interference effects described above are predicated on an ideal geometry and a
uniform velocity distribution acrios each hand. The extreme might not be very pronounced
in the real world of nonideel geometries and nonuniform velocity distributions. In this cam,
the transducer could posses food constant beam width properties well above the frequency
f,. To be on the safe side, however, we recommend subdivision into as many bands as are
requr•ed to raise f, as calculated from Eq. (24), above the highest desired operating fre.
quency. Other factors providing an upper frequency limit for the CBT are discused In the
action called "Bandwidth."

For a closely pecked army each band is then driven with a voltage Fi, i - 1, 2,... N,
proportional to the average or the velocity distribution over the ith band, i.e.,

E- I ,P'(co° 0) sin OdO, (26)

Af2

where 0. and 0j, are the upper and lower hounds on 0 for the ith hand, B is the constant
of proportionality, and (0, denotes the average over the ith band. The quantity A, is the
solid angle subtended hy the ith band and is equal to 2w(coOL - Cos O,,).

We can evaluate this integral exactly lo give

P (°o 0s ,) 00 - cUs OL, PvI(CO, 11.b) P,. 1(co Ou,) + eo sO , P ,(cos 0. % (26)

,-cost01 - cos j

Numerical tables of iAegendire functions of nuninteger order ar not readily available, there-
fore, we express , in a trigonometric series hy substituting into E'q. 125) the hyper-
geometric expansion of P,.(co O) in terms of (1 - cot 01/2 and integrating term by term.
This gives

co s O L I - co g0 r- !(r r + 1"2 (2 7 )

x II - Cos 8)') - (1 - COsOL,) *]

where the ratio of gamma functions T'(i' * r 1)/1'(v - r + 1) equals unity for r - 0 and
equals the following finite product otherwise.

r(p* r * l)/l'(P,- r * 1) - (i- r * 1)(P, - r * 2) L.. (V + r), r * O. (28)

It ts seen from Eq. (28) that the ratio of gamma functions equals zero when v is an
integer an!d r•'&,. In this caw the Legendre function P(mcos 0) i a polynomial of order Y so
that its integral and thuts the series of Eq. (27) is a polynomial of order v 4+ 1. For Y unequal
to an integer the senet converges rapidly since cos OL, and cos0%1 are usually quite close
to each other and to unity. Convergence to 4 decimal digits rarely requires more than 6 or
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"7 terms in the series. There are no appoxlnmations rivolved in Eq. (27); therefore, the error
in Ej can be reduced to any desind value by taking enough terms in th,- seirwie. Howeim,
extreme accuracy is unnecessary. Theoretical calculations show that inaccuracies In shading
much greter than 1.0% are seasiy tolerated without airgl/leant changes in the radiation
properties of a CBT.

We amumed above that the entire outer surface of the cap from 0 a 0 to 0 a oa, was

covered with N distinct bands of ceramic. To suppress possible lateral mechanical mod"s in
the ceramic, we subdivide each band into a number of sufficiently small pieces whose width
(extent in the 0 direction) and height (extent in the 9 direction) ame comparable. We then
connect all the pieces in each band electrically in parallel. This procedure resul in each
ceramic piece being driven with a voltage proportional to the average value of P, (cos 0) over
the band in which it is located instead of the average value over the outer surface of the
piece itself. We choose to connect the ceramic pieces in parallel in order to optimize the
performance of the CBT as a pro•ector. Wh, n the CBT is to be used both as a projector and
a ret-eiver, or as a receiver alone, it is preferahle to use alternauve electrical configurations
involving both senes and lpaallel connections. We refer the reader to the final paragraphs
of the section called "Source Level, Transmitting Voltage and Current Respones, and
Receiving Voltage Sensitivity" for a discuuion of these alternatives.

If the outer cap surfac- is not enturely t overml with ceramic, then the required
voltage shading values F. are obtained by dividing the expressions given above in Eqs. (25)
to (28) by the parking fractions F, to obtain E: - E,IF,. The packing fraction F, U defined
to be that fraction of the area of the iRh bar J that is covered by ceramic. If a gap in the
ceramic exists between netghbonng bands, say between the ith and the i * 1) bands, then
both the lower bound 8 a. 1 on the upper hand and the upper bound 0,, on the lower
band should be assumed to lie exactly in the middle of the gap. If it is necessary to leave
significant gape between ceramic pieces. the gaps should be filled with a nearly mechanically
rigid matenral such as tung~ten. Of course, the edges of the ceramic pieces should still be
covered with small strips of corprene to eliminate edge radiation. We strongly encourage the
designer of a CBT to use a close-packed ceramic mosaic. Thia avoids the need for filler
material and provides the maximum probability of succes.

The required voltage values F, can be obtained experimentally by several methods.
One method is to use individual phase-locked amplifiers, one for each band. An easier
method is to connect a shading capscitor suitable for power apphcations in series with
each of the bands except the first or topmost band, and then to connect all of the band.
capacitor combinations in parallel with the first band. A single power amplifier is then
sufficient to drive the entire CB1T mosaic. The capacitors act as voltage dividers to provide
the desired voltage values. It as convenient to normalize the set of values E. i - 1.2.. N,
by F, and call the resulting numbers w, - */E - F1 E, I(FiFK),a - 1,2,.. N, the CBIT
shading coefficients. The required shading capacitance values C, for bands 2, 3,.. N are
given in terms of wi by

C, - CF,,(l - w). (29)
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where C4' is the streafret ceramic caWitaRce of the ith band. For the usual cam where all
the ceramic pieces in the Ith band ae of unifonm thicknein 1 and cover a combined area on
the spheical cap equal to F^A42' - FiAilll u~w24(180)21, with A, - 21 (cos OL. - cos 8.j).
we have (neglecting fringtig fields)

KX3T F Ab 2

33. (30)
I 1(,V2c4/(10)2j

Here, op is in degrees, K13 is in the stres-free relative dielectric constant, and e0
8.85 X 10 -12 F/m is the dielectric constant of tree space. For PZT"4, K~3 is pproximat..lo
equal to 1300.

SIZE AND MASS

In order to determine the radius b of the spherical cap (i.e.. the half arclength, not to
be confused with the radius of curvature a of the cap) required for a CBT, we need first to
specify the desired beam pattern. Typical choices for specifying the heam pattern are the
- 3 dR half angle y, or the total beam half angle no The order v of the Legendre function
shading corresponding to y,. or Oa can be calculated using the following approximations
(accurat' to within 0.l for ac,%90 and y-,46*):

64-540)(/ + 2.26 X 10 -y 0.5 (31a)

and

(137.796 2.3X\I(3b

2.3 614) - 0.5.(3b

We must next specify the lowest desired operating freuency f, of the CBT. We can
now calculate the required cap radius in meters by use of

bc(1(50teb'c (1.10+ 24'6(•0,)(32a)

or

b :cl1.10 * (52.5/r,,)(I - 7.79 x 10-ci)I/(I50O4). (32b)

where the sound speed c of the surrounding fluid is in m/s. f. is in kHz, and y, and o.,
are in degrees.

The required thicknes of the ceramic does not depend on ft. and .,onsequently not
on the cap radius h Thus, the total mass of ceramic increase linearly with area. We
amume. in thi s-etion that the entire spherical cap 0s4)Xa, is covered with ceramic. The
ares of a spherical cap of half angle a,. is given by.4 - 2VAa(I - co a.), where a is the radius
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of curvature of the cap. We can approximate the cap area by its upper bound 0b obtained
by expanding coo ac, in a power sriees in a, and retaining only the first two terms. Tie error
in this approximation decreases as at, decreamses it is nearly 23.4% for oa - 90* but decreases
to less than 8% for o2 - 54.740. Thus, for P>2 the ceramic mass varnm nearly quadratically
with the cap radius.

We assume that the ceramic is of uniform thickness over the entire cap and obtain for
its ma M. in kg:

(33)
- 2rp ~bRAI - cosa ,)/1701/O18O 2 ,

or. in terms of the lower cutoff feuency fc by use of Eq. (32b), .

Me n: 2irPC VC2 1.10 - (52.5!a,)(1 - 7.79 x 1Oav)12 (1 - cos ct,)i[ 250,oaV/312, (34)

where p, it the mass density of the ceramic in kg/m 3 , c is the sound speed of the surround.

ing fluid in m/s. Q is the ceramic thicknes in meters, oý, is in degree,. and fc is in kHz. We
can also exlrm the mane in terms of the - 3 dB half angle y, in degree s ,

.e 2- lrp kc2 l 10'. (24.6/y,j)12 (1 - 1.16 X 10-4YOy2l),(150 )2- (36)

In Fig. I 1 we present a graph of .W as a function of y, for the case where the surrounding
fluid is water, the ceranmi is I'ZT-4 (p, - 7500 kg'nm3 ), V - 0.001 m, and 4e - 10 klil.
The ceramic mass Me fc r other choices of C in m and f, in kili can be obtained from this
gaph by multiplying the plotted values by I0O(!/42).

The section after next will show that the utrasmitting voltqae reponse of a CBT does
not depend on the thickness of the ceramirc. lowever, the thickness does determine the
maximum achievable source level since it limits the maximum voltage that can be applied
to the CBT. When senes shading capacitors (see the section. "Implementation of the
Velocity Duthbution") anr used as voltage dividers to reduce the voltage across all but the
topmost ceramic hand. the thickness of the ceramic in these hands can be reduced in
proportion to the voltage reduction without reducing the maximum achievable source
level. We then have C, - E, I/F1 , and the ceramfic mass becomes

-W,' - (ERIF1 W e€, (36)

whereMC a given by Eq*. (33) to (35), E1 is given by Eqs. (25) to (28) with i w 1. and Er
is proportional to the average of P, (cos 0) over the entire cap. and is given by Gqs. (26) to
(28), with 0 •,- 0 and 0., - a,. It can be shown that FT u well approximated by 0.432B
I 1 + 0.35/(v * 0.6)2j. and that for the cae of eight or more bands. Rf>E 1 > 0.91B.
Thus, we have

M; < 0.48(1 0.356/(& + 0.5)2 iMe (37)
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-3 dB half angle .y in denrmm fof a lower cutoff frequenc) of 10 kilt and
for ceammr thickne of 0 001 m

so that the redutLion in mass of the ceramic is apiroximately r5.. however. the input
electcmal impedance of the CBT and. consequently, both the transmitting current response
and the rr-eivting voltage senstivity ame also ruced by the same factor.

If the CBT will not be used at water depths greater than about 300 m the backing

plate can be made reaoriably light weight and will not add substantially to the weight of the
CBT in water. In this cae. the only desgn requirement for the back•uig plate is to maintain
the shape of the spherical cap. We estimate that the entire mass of the CBT with a loiht
weight backing plate will be les than twice that of the ceramic alone. In addition. the use
of low-massidensity materials such s plastics in the backing plate should result in a CBT
weight in water that is barely larger than that of the ceramic.

If the (Br must be ured at great depths so that corprene or another good priessure.
release material cannot be used to decouple the ceramic from the hbclung plate, the backing
plate must he made of a materud such m steel or tungsten and will greatly increase the
maw and weight of the ('CT.

BANDWIDTH

The bandwidth of a CBT is determined by several factors. The lower frequency limit
f, (in kHz) depends on the cap radius b (in meters), the sound speed c of the surrounding
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fluid (in mis), and the - S dB half anlue y, or. altrinattvely, the cap half angle at, (in

degees) awcrding to the foiltwlng two fomiulam (giwen arier):

, -C 1.0. /0/( 500b).

4 "c(l.10 + (52.6/%)1 - 779 X 10-6%2)1](150Ob). (9b)
A reduction in f, for the same de.red beam pattern (at, constant or yn constant)
requires a corresponding increase in b and a resuling increase in the mawe and weight of the

CRT (see section called "Sime and Mass").

There are two primary factors that determine the upper frequency limit. The first
factor is the size of the constant-velocity bands used in stepwise trnplemenUng the velocity
distribution. If one or more of the bands is too large for the desired high frequency limit,
interference extrema can WanificanUy degrade the center of the farfield radiation pattern at
frequencies within the operating band. We discus this effect in detail in the "Implementa.
tion of the Velocity Distribution" section. An estimate of the upper frequency linit for a
given velocity band sbdivision scheme is given by Eq. (24).

The second factor that determines the frequency limit is the shape and smze of the
ceranmc pwice used in the mowmc If the piects we not identical in shape and size, the
upper frequency limit for constancy of both the beam pattern and the urnsmitng current
response is somewhat less than the fundasmental thickness resonance of the thickest piece.

On the other hand. if the pieces are identical they will respond identically with frequency
since the acoustic loading is uniform over the entire spherical cap. In this cas. the occur-
rence of a resonance will affect the surface normal velocity magnitude but not its distribu.
tion. and. thus. the been, pattern will remrAin constant. Of course, the trasimitting current
response will follow the frequency dependence of the velocity magnitude. increasing some.
what " the fundamental thickness resonance is approached, and decre*ang rapidly above
resonance. This rapid decrease in response above resonance places a practical limit on the
upper frequency limit of the COT.

SOURCE LEVEL. TRANSMITTING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RESPONSES.
AND RECEIVING VOITAGE SENSTVITY

The on axis (9 - 0*) farfeld acoustic pressure produced by the COT at a distance R at a
frequency well above Its cutoff fequency is shown in I1 I to be

Pr11 . (PcU0olR)e"(R - ")e", (88)

when p and c are the density and sound speed ofwates or whatever fluid the CBT is
radiating into,. is the radius of curvature of the spherucal cap, w - 2rf is the angular tre.
quency. and Uo is the normal velocity of the trareducer surface at 9 - 0°, i.e.. in the center
of the cap. We assume in the fnllowing discusion that the tansducer conists of a close-
packed mosaic of small ceramic elements that are decoupled from a backing plate by
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preasum release material. We also samune that the hequency is well below the fundamental
or lowed thickness rimonane of the camlic.

If the individual ceoamic pieces have lateral dimensions that ame small relative to the
wavelength of sound in the ceramic, then the velocity U0 is gwen by

U0  --itaao01/2. (39)

Hem, d" is a pkizoelsctric constant of the ceramic and Fi is the input voltale to the CBT.
On the other hand, it the lateral dimensions ar large compared to a wavelength, the factor
dsa in Eq. (39) must be replaced by KLeh.3O I/c?. where K•3. h33. and c S dielectric.
piezoelectric, and elastic conants,. r ively. of the eranmlc. For a descwrption of these
constants together with numerical values repmesentative of selected ceramic composltions.
we refer the reader to Ref. 7. In general, d3 3 > K O13 /o 43 43, o the normal velocity
obtained with a given input voltaee is greter when d33 is appropriate. For example, using
the following typical values for PZT-4 given in Ref. 7: Kj, - 1300. d3 - 2.89X10' 10 m/V,
h3 -2.68X10 9 V/rn. and c, - 1.59X×101 N/M 2 . we find that K3eOhs1a3c - i
1.44X -10-0 m/V. which is 3fl lees than d33. We assume in the fo owing discussion that
d,13 is the appropriate factor for the CBOT for all but possibly the upper end of the operating
frequency range.

Subsututing for U0 from Eq. (39) into Fq. (38). replacing a by b/(woa,1180), setting R
equal to I m. and ignoring the phase terms, we obtain the following equation for the farfield
pressure magnitude referenced to I m:

LPF,,.(R a I m). - Pcb(d 3 3FO/(2wo. /180). (40)

Thus, the source level of the CBT in dB rof. IAiPN at I m i given by

SL - 20 log1 o[pcbtýdWIEo!(2tp 0v!o180)1. (41)

where Pu it the reference presmr equal to ljaPa at 1 m.

The maximum achievable source level is limited by the maximum elhtrk- field that can
be applied to the ceramic before dielectric faxlure or depolarization occurs- This depends on
the duty cycle used and can he larger than 10" volts per centimeter of ceramic thickness
for very low duty cycles. liowever, for most sonar applications it is deqarrVd that the premure
waveform produced in the water be linearly related to the applied voltage waveform. In this
case, the applied electric fields must be les, than about 2000 V/cm in order to be small
compared to the DC electAic fields used to polarize the ceramic during its initial preparation.
This results in a somewhat lower usable source level. We can alternately express the source
level in terms of the dimensionless frequency ratio [li a the - 3 dB half angle y, by use

of Eqs. (2). (3) and (32a):

SL 20 lto lOg[0pcd 58 FO 0.618. 1 )(1 4 3.56X 1 (42)
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This expression is evaluatd using MKS values for p. c, and d&3 , and exprewsing y,, in deueeu.
We note that the wurre level of the CBT Increases linearly with frequency over its operating
band, the minimum value occurring at the lower cutoff frequency. i

The trnsmitting voltage response SV in ,,P.lV is found from Eq. (42) to be

S =- 10 8pc 2 d9 0.618 +L (- I + 3.5s5 X 10-1y,) (fif) /y,. (43)
Y,,

For the case of water and PZT4. with p - 1000 ks/M 3 , C - 1600 m/s, and d 33 -

2.89XI0'- 0 m/l1' we have Y&I
The minimum rnn•mitang voltage rtesponse over the operating band S% wIv is given for this
casw in dB ref 1 paf/V by the approximation

"S1 .'N .' - 151.2 + 20 logl0 .10+ + 3.55 X 10 & 2) /Y . (45)

We present in Fig.I 2 a graph of S a.sNu a function of the - 3 dB half angle y,,,
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The transmitting current response S is obtained from Sv by use of

S IZISv (46)

where Z is the input electrical impedance to the CBT. For frequencmi well below median.
ical reonance, Z = I IAwC 7., where CT is the total electrical capaIcitancr,, of the C1T under 1
stress-tree boundary conditions. When the velocity shading is achieved by the us of dhading
capacitors as described in the section on "Lmplmentation of the Velocity DIstributon,"
the total capacitance can be obtained using Eqs. (28). (29), and (30). and is given by

2wK1 t F1 b2  G
CT . -j Plcos 0)sin OdO. (47)

lb /1sol 2 (P,,(cos 0))1 #.I 8 ,,

where 1, is the ceramic thickness of the ith hand (assumed to be uniform over the band).
Th7. appearance in the deisominator of the average of P,, (coo 0) over the first band is due to
the normalization of the shading coefficbents w, so that W1 " 1.0.

For the case that 11 1 - - IN - 1. we can remove 1, from the sum and combine the
indiviKual hand integ•ls into a single integral I over the entUre spherical cap from 0 - 0 to
0 - cs. This inte"ra can be evaluated by using Eqs. (27) and (28) to calculate E, for
OL-andQOI+ -os, and then using the relationship I - (1 - coo *,) HE, obtained from
Eq. (25). The quantity (P,(cos 0))i - F, /8 car. also be evaluated using Eqs. (27) and (28).
However, simpler expressons can be obtained for I and W', (cos 0 ))l by using the approxima-
tGun fur P,(cue 0) iwvn in Eq. (&). r*lacing sin 0 by 0, at, . integratng the resulting
expirmons exactly. After some further algebra plus the addition of an empincally
determined conrnction factor, we obtain the approximation:

C " i --- (I- 3.24 X10.bY2[) 1 + 0.72 - , (48)

where all angles are in degreeg. This approximateon is believed to be accurate to within 1%
for &.-I. The bracketed factor in Eq. (48) can be approximated by I * (0.72.A IA). where
A 1 A - (1-coos . cooat) is the fraction of the total cap amacovere by the fhvt

or topmost band. The inaccuracy in this approximation is less than about 1% for
ra,/180 < 1. i.e., for v,>2. If there are N bandr. of equal area, A 1 A - 1IN.

An exrlUent approximation for the tansmitting current response S in units of jpflA
and ir terms of y, and f, is obtained by combining Eqs. (32a), (43), (46). and (48):

1.48 x 1&0op Id, .6.79 X 10- 2 ) ..... 1.(4.
KT 1- K 0.2'2  (9
Kr ,e 0 F1 (1.10y, * 24.6) J

where f. is in kil. We note that S is independent of the operating frequency. For the caw
of watef as the surrounding fluid, PZT-4 a the cermink. a peeking fraction of unity for the
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first band (W1 - 1.0), and the ratio (0, /at,)s equal to 0.125, such sa would be obtained
approximately with 8 equal area bands, we have:

eQ,(1 * 6.79 X 10 -y!)
S •- 3.38 X 10"1 (50)

(1.10, * 24.6) -(

gure 13 shows the behavior of S in dBmf. 1 NlA a a fncioh of the -3dB half anlso y1
for e - 0.001 m and fc - 10 kHz. Values of for other ehoik of e and/' can be obtained
from fig. 13 by adding the factor 20 Iogl 0 (f /e/0.01 k/s'm) to the plotted values.

Isr

'S a 12 1&1 4 to 1 6

S~y, (DEGREES)

, 13 - "vImituni rm~1t sp 8 in dB rt I j&%lA a a funtUou of,

St~he - 3 dB ha f aenie "y p in do fo~r f• 0, .001 m and f, 10 M akH

The receiving voltage sensitivity M in V/ijd% is found from S in i, %IoA by umng the

relation M -, 10" 124S, where J. -O.O00/p his the spherical reciprocity factor when f is in i

kHz:

M -- 0,.7 (51)
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Thus, for frequencies well below resonance, the receiving voltage sensitivity of the

CBT is a maximum at the cutoff frequency and docreaml Unwey with increasisng equency,
above that point. We obtain, for the cae of water, PZT4, F, - 1.0, and (81 /@,,/)" 0.125,

V(/r1f41 * 6.79 X 10o-A)
i - 6.76 X 10 - (52)(1.10yr + 24.6)

In Fig. 14, we plot the behavior of the rnaximum receivting voltage saenstivity MNAX, i.e.,
Matf - f,,assathnctionofthe-3d. $ half angleyw fothicase with 1 0. 0 0 1 m. Vahmaof

MNAX for other choices of t can be obtained from Pig. 14 by adding 20 log1 0 (Q/O.O01 m)

to the plotted values.

?so - I -1 - • 'T • - T•T T---

.2,4

-Z I " , fjP

y, (DEGREES)

no t 4 - Maximum mcino voluk slan ,-iuvty MNNX In dB m( I Vfs&% as

a NwmtiUo of tih - 3 5d bhalf wnsI y., is dquns for i * 0.001 m

We note that the rece*vMng voltage ens4tYiwty depends wakly on (01 I/%J) Utigh
the bracketed factor in Eq. (51). Since the CBT mookc should never be subdivided so that

the am of the first bend ezceed 1/8 the am, of the entire cap. the factor (8,1/J)l isnem
pmeer than 0.125 and. thus. the bracketed factor has a minimum value of 0.91. Both the
expression for M given in Eq. (52) and the valUes to' MUWAX p)otted in Fig. 14 represmet
this minimum.

The somewhat low receiving voltage sensitivity values shown in Fig. 14 are due
primarily to the relaUvely low input electrcal impedance of the CBT which results from
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connecting the Individual pieces of ceramic in the mosaic in parallel. The use of parallel
connections maximizes the trnunmtting voltage response; however, it simultaneously
minimizes the input electrical Impedance, the .ansmitting current response, and the
recetving voltage sonstuvity.

If the CIrT is to be uwd u a receiver, we can Increase the receiving voltae senultivity
by the use of series ealecaal connections. The eaest procedwe to gain receiving voltap
smesltivtty Involves dhazft the alectical concmtIons between the N beds Orom pmaallebo wrin while reann thw p a connections between all the piece of carw• in each
band. In "h cam we obtain the CRT amplitude ehuing., w, - F, ifi/ftI•1 i - I1,..,.N. by
connectingl a shadingl capacitor in paralll with each band except the first. The required
sadilng capacitaee values C,,, i - 2,3,.. N, are given by

C" 1c' - W ~l,(3

where Lr is the stre,-free ceramic capacitance of the ith band. We note that C will be
nonnegative and, hence, physically realizable only if CF > vC0. This condition is
ohvioutJy satiqfied b] a close packed mosaic of uniform thicmneas cenamic and equal area
bands whee C ('- anid w,, ' I for all v. If the condition is not satilflied. a shading
capacitor C, chown so that CF . C' >wC.,(,' for all s* I must be added in parallel with the
rst hand.

The sewne-panllel arrngement descnbed above result. in ai incirea in tie receiving
voltage wnsitivity over that of the onginal parallel arrmanement by Lhe fac.tr ,n, wfCfi
((f V ("i). Thu increse is accompanied by a corresponding decreswe n the transmitUng
voltage restponse by the factor I /,i LL, and an icrvae in the electncal impedance (at
frequencies well below resonance) ny the factor [j w,C I(Cf + C)

When all the ceramic has the same thickness and when Cý - 0, we have

Ns f PPicos O)stn OdO
FfE A , 0N -Io

, ,,,c ei - '- - . --a..-..64
~o

i-If t 1 1  fr ocos e)?tn OdO

0

An excellent approximaUon for this factor is given by

N 0.43201 - co ( a 1 . O.366l(v + o0.5) 2
2; wC~FCr -- V (I

(1- co$O. 1)11 - 0.72(00214)i
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Neglecting the bracketed quantity in the numerator of Eq. (55), which becomes insdpitfl.
cant at Large s, or small a,, we obtain, for the came of N equal same bands:

N N
C'C W. ýý 0.432 N(I (0.721M)). (8

In this ca•e, Ute gain in the receiving voltage senltLivity varies nearly lUnea•ry with the
number of bands. For the minimum eight equal ar bands, the receiving voltage smeltivity
increases 11.6 da. At the same time, the transmitting voltage response deceases 11.5 dB,
and the input electrical impedance increases 23.0 dB.

We can also increae the receiving voltage sensitivity of the CBT by connecting the
pieces of ceramic in each band in series instead of in parallel. However, care must be taken
to insure the required CBTr amplitude shading. The most straightforward procedure is to I
subdivide each band in the 0 dimension into L identical pieces. The L pieces in each band

are then connected in series electrically. With this method, we simultaneously Increase the
receiving voltage sensitivity and decrease the transmitting voltage response in dB by
20 log, 0 1,.

A decreae in the transmitting voltage response due to series connections will not de-
crease the maximum achievable source level if the CRT can handle the larger input voltages
that are required. The resulting voltage across each ceramic piece remains unchanged for a

given source level.

IXAMPL.

As an example, we consider the design of a CBT which is to be used both as a pro)ector
and a rm'eiver and which meets the following requlrements:

1. -3 dB half angle: y,. 70

2. Frequency range: 15-100 kilz

3. Source level. SL > 200 dB re I pft at I m

4. Receiving voltage sensitivity at 16 kHt: M, 4 x > - 200 dB re I V/Mu

5. Water depth capability: 300 m

We sklculate the required CRT design parameters as follows:

1. The Legendre function order, from Eq. (31a); i' - 8.73.

2. The cap half angle. from Eq. ( 2 );. s 7a ' 14.92*.

3. The cap radius, from Eq. (32) with f, , 15 kir, b * 0.308 m.
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4. The minimum transmitting voltage responrs, form Sq. (45); SV,,M, - 147.6 dB
re 1 g/V.

5. The maximum input voltage required to obtain a souri. level of 200 dB re 1 jdn
at 1 m is given by VHAX - (200-147.6) dB re 1 V or VNAX a 417V. ThIS is the voltage
required at 15 kHIt. The voltage required for a source level of 200 dB re 1 PN at 1 m
decreases linearly with frequency, falling to 62.8 V at 100 kHz.

6. We choose PZT-4 or equivalent u the ceramic composition and assume a close-
packed mosaic. For 8 equal area shading bands, uniform ceramic thickness, and all parallel
electrical connections, the receiving voltage sensitivity at the cutoff frequency for 1 mm of
ceramic thickness is found from Eq. (52) to be - 213.6 dB re I V/loPn. Thus - 200 dB
requires a ceramic thickness - 4.79 mm. This thickness is Sufficiently large to prevent over.
heating or nonlinearity in the ceramic even when the maximum required driving voltage of
417 V is applied continuously. The receiving voltage sensitivity will decrease linearly with
frequency, being equal to - 216.5 dB re I V/'iPe at 100 kHz. If desired. a diffemenLiating
circuit can be used in the receiving electronics to remove this frequency dependence.

7. The input electrical impd•ance at the cutoff frequency. Zf - 1I(2wfCT). from
Eq (48). with (0.! 2/a"2) - 0-125; 7 t, - 31.5 S1. The impedance will decri'a&s linearly
with frequency, being equal to 4.7 fl at 100 kllz.

8. The required input current for a source level of 200 dR re I OJ% at I m is given
by I, VMAXIZ7, - 13.2 A. Since the transmitting current response is nearly flat with fre-
quency. a nearly constant source level of 200 dB re 1 Aft at I m is obtained over the entire
frequency band t y use of a constant current drive of 13.2 A a1

9. The upper frequency limit of 100 kllz i' Aell below the lowest thickness
resonance of the ceramic which is approximately equal to 460 kliz.

10 The mass of the ceramic, from Eq. (35) with P, - 7600 kg/m 3 ; Me 10.7 kg.
"1 hun. th,. entire CBT should wetg less than 22.7 kg (50 ib) in air. Its weight in water can be
b.ubstant ally less than this since a Iow.mass-density backing plate can be used in its construc-

11. For8equalareabands, theangularlunitsaregivenbyO , a OLi.'bcos
I - (1/8)(1 - coo as 7)1. We obtain O,. 1 - 1,2, ,8, 5.26. 7.44 ,9.12 ,10.54-.

11.780. 12.910, 13.95 . and 14.92. ThMe CBT need not be constructed with precisely these
angular limits. If 8 bands are used, the actual angular limits can differ slighUy from thewe
values as long a the individual hand areas do not differ more than about 5%. On the other 4

hand. if more than 8 bands are used, the only restriction is that no band be larger in area
than 1/8 the area of the cap.

12. For 8 equal area bands, the CRT Shading coefficients are obtained wuing Eqs. (27)
and (28) together with the definition w, Ej1/E. The result; w1, 1 , 1, 2,.... .8,- 1.000,
0.821,0.657. 0.508, 0.373, 0.252, 0.148, and 0.0451.
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13. The required shading capacitors C, should be determined trom Eq. (29) usang
experimental values for the stres-ftee capacitance of each band oF measured .ater the
CRT mosaic has been constructed. We can obtain approximate values for C1 in the caw of
8 equal area bands by using Cf - C /8 with CT given by Eq. (48). 1he result Is: C,
i - 2, 3,... 8 - 0.197 jsF. 0.0829 JF, 0.0444 ji?, 0.02S7 ,uF, 0.0145 taF, 71 W 4F t, and
1990 psF. Inaccuracies of at leas 1% in the shading capacitances can be tolerated without
degrading the performance of the CRT.

SUMMARY

We have presented design formulas for a constant beamwidth transducer based on
Legendre function amplitude shading of a spherical cap. Included are simple algebraic and
trigonometric expressions for the required velocity distribution, limiting beam pattern,
directivity index, equivalent two-way beamwidths for volume and surface reverberation,
shading coefficients for a stepwise implementation of the velocity distribution, spherical cap
size, ceramic mass, bandwidth, source level, transmitting voltage and current responses, and
receiving voltage sensitivity. Most of the expressions arv approximations for difficult.to.
evaluate expressions in terms of Legendre function of fractional order. The approximations
are extremely accurate. involvuig substantially less inaccuracy than is normally encountered
in transducer construction.

i

The formulas are restricted to constant beamwidths whose - 3 JiR half angle is no
greater than 46^. This corresponds to restsicling the order of the Legendre function to bI
unity or greater. The restriction is somewhat arbitrary; it was made in order to simplify the
approximations. If s need arises for a CBT with a - 3 dB half angie greatet than 456, then
expressions corresponding to but more complicated than those given in this report can be
obtained for a Legendre function order les than unity.
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